QUIZ: How Well Do You Know The F-35?

F-35 recognition is just one of several aviation knowledge quizzes now available on the Code One website. Share results from these five-question tests with your friends on social media. Other topics include Lockheed Martin current and legacy aircraft, the F-16 prototype, and C-130J.

CLICK HERE TO TAKE THE TEST
Outstanding Photos Of 2015
Over the course of a year, *Code One* editors look at hundreds of images. Most are used to illustrate a specific feature article or news item. But quite a few—like most of the ones in this gallery—are just simply outstanding images. This collection will be updated with new images on a regular basis throughout 2015.

SEE MORE OUTSTANDING IMAGES

**XB-24 First Flight Video**
Click [Here](#) To Access Footage Of First Flights Of A Variety Of Lockheed Martin Aircraft

**Code One Celebrates 30 Years**
This volume marks *Code One*’s thirtieth year of publication. To acknowledge the milestone, a series of *Code One At Thirty* articles will be posted throughout 2015. This issue features an informative article from 2005 by Walter Boyne explaining the term [fifth generation](#) and the overall generational categorizing of fighter aircraft.

LEARN ABOUT FIGHTER GENERATIONS

**NEWS ITEMS**
- Noble Shirley 2015
- Return Of The Electra
- F-35B OT-1 Successful
- AC-130H Spectre Farewell
- Last Guard C-5A Retired

Follow *Code One* on Facebook and Twitter: